BlockMountainSlate&Stone Inc.

Timeless Beauty at Affordable Prices

www.blockmountainstone.com

Bronze Patio
Building
With the Beauty of Stone

Today’s market is full of building products intended to look like stone, but nothing will replace the natural beauty of natural stone. With imitation stone products, the best it will ever look is the day it comes out of the box. With natural stone, the colors, textures, and mosses reveal their true development and testament to time as the years move on. The stone’s look of elegance and stewardship will, over time, blend in with the natural surroundings.

New
Construction
Timeless beauty at affordable prices.

Our prices are Quarry Direct prices, not those of a middle-man. Block Mountain Slate & Stone, Inc. carries thousands of tons of material in a variety of grades from which to choose. Our on-hand inventory guarantees your order will be filled honestly and dependably. We encourage tours of our yard to see our slate and stone products first hand.
You will find that with Block Mountain Slate & Stone, Inc. comes professionalism throughout every project. From finding the right colors and textures to finishing touches, our dedicated involvement and commitment to quality will ensure your satisfaction.
Variety & Selection

The Quarry Industry went through a huge expansion in the early 90’s. Now there is a vast selection of stone from all over the country with a large variety of colors, shapes, and textures from which homeowners and masons can choose.
Built large or small, any water feature brings a calming presence to mind. Pick from a multitude of colors and shapes to build and blend with your property’s natural surroundings. Make any stream, pond, fountain, waterfall, or water garden look as if you had actually built your home around it.
Thin Veneers

Kodiak

Samsonite

Fox Blend

Salish Stone
Know that we not only provide FULL STONE for veneer, but we also have THIN SAWN stone. THIN VENEER stone will provide the same aesthetics as the full stone, but with less than half the weight of full stone. This will save time and money by not having to redesign from the ground up.
Add natural flow and movement while lending it to its innate surroundings. Our multitude of colors and textures of flagstone will enhance the function and beauty of any architectural theme.
Retaining Walls

Today’s built environment can benefit from the many uses of stone. Create usable space, erosion control, and natural boundaries that can be designed and built with a multitude of natural stone products. Construct natural rock gardens, retaining walls to reclaim space and stabilize your landscape.
Breath New Life into your project...
Looking for something unique?

Our one of a kind products can match up to your specific requirements. Hearth and mantle pieces, large entry way slabs, water fall stones, basalt columns, mossy boulders and out thin veneer products can help make your masterpiece stand above all others.
Outdoor Living

A beautiful landscape doesn’t happen by chance.

Getting what you want out of your landscape takes time and planning. Finding the right stone and materials is done right here with Block Mountain Stone. Make your yard as unique as you are.

Four-Way Fireplace

Sage Hills Outdoor Fireplace

Bronze Patio & Mossy Boulders

Pizza Oven

Sage Hills Dry Stack

Sage Hills Square Fire Pit

Phone: 406-826-4025
Fax: 406-826-4027
P.O. Box 216
203 West Lynch
Plains, Montana 59859
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